
Make Your Mark
MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

Hello to Everyone

I hope that your 
families are doing well 
and your business is 
booming as the year 
draws to another close! 

November brings a major milestone 
as we celebrate our first 12 months 
in business. We have brought 
together some of the industries 
leading suppliers with complimentary 
products and equipment to make this 
a Rowmarkable event and I would 
like to invite you to attend to help us 
celebrate.

In September, I had the privilege 
of traveling to the USA to see our 
Rowmark new state of the art 
manufacturing facilities. It was very 
exciting to see the production area with 
the massive extruders, advance clean 
rooms, huge warehouse and their R&D 
department. Their attention to detail 
is amazing and is what continues to 
push Rowmark forward in providing 
the highest levels of quality every 
time. Combining this with their years 
of industry experience and listening 
to their customers, Rowmark has 
become very proficient at creating new 
innovative products. Stay tuned for an 
outstanding new product coming soon!

A BIG THANKS from our team for your 
support and remember QUALITY really  
does MATTER.

Yours Faithfully,

 
Cory Bourne, CEO

T: 1300 023 370   F: 02 8580 4450  
E: sales@rowmark.com.au

Unit 10/167 Prospect Hwy, Seven Hills NSW 2147
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Working in Unison 
– Rowmark and Blake Sign Co.
When Blake Sign Co was engaged 
to create wayfinding and signage 
solutions for ‘Unison’, a luxury 
apartment complex in Mirvac’s 
Waterfront, Newstead, they 
needed materials with the look 
and feel to match the quality and 
elegance of the project. They 
chose the new Metalgraph Plus 
Textured Copper finishes from 
Rowmark. As it turned out, it 
was a very wise and profitable 
decision.

Based in Queensland’s 
picturesque Sunshine Coast, 
Blake Sign Co has close to 
20years experience in the 
sign industry with a particular 
focus on construction, building 
development and architectural 
signage and wayfinding 
systems. Their focus is to add 
value for all their clients through 
traditional service and values. 

As a result, they have built up a very 
enviable client list. 

The task was to complete the signage 
package for the two-stage project.  
Each stage consisted of a 21 story tower, 
the first having 144 apartments and the 
second 146 apartments.

Initially, the plans for the signage included 
use of Metalgraph Brush Copper Penny / 
Black, but when the client saw a sample 
of the new Metalgraph Copper with a 

Textured laminate face, they 
loved it.

Blake Sign Co produced  
the apartment numbering 
and wayfinding signage  
using a combination of  
pre-coloured 18mm black 
MDF with Copper/Black  
with Textured laminate  
face. 

/// Continued on page 4



SIGN OF THE MONTH: MetalGraph Plus®

Our Sign of the Month offers a practical and cost effective way to introduce your clients to a range of 
Rowmarkable laminates. When purchased, you will receive a copyright free sign package and the cdr 
design file and at a cheaper price than you can buy the components as the costing is worked out on 
only he material used and nothing more.

You just need to laser, engrave or UV-LED print the job, or use a combination of equipment. Change 
the details to suit your market and promote your capabilities with a great sign. So “Make your Mark” 
and “Make it Count”.

As a Special 1st Year Anniversary Offer, if you order any sheet of Metalgraph Plus over November and 
quote SOMMP we will include this sample sign pack free.

T: 1300 023 370   F: 02 8580 4450   E: sales@rowmark.com.au Unit 10/167 Prospect Hwy, Seven Hills NSW 2147

MONTH

SIGN
OF THE

CORELDRAW

TIPS AND

TECHNIQUES
Step 1: Resample Bitmap to 2000 dpi at the 
finished out put size.

Step 2: Change Bitmap mode from colour to black 
& white 1 bit mode.

Step 3: In the 1 bit conversion drop down change 
to line art and play with the threshold slider to get 
the image the  way you want it to look. Less black 
or more black.

Step 4: Then go to the trace bitmap/NOT QUICK 
TRACE. Use outline trace/LINEART. In the trace 
dialogue make sure you remove the back ground 
from the entire image. You can specify the colour 
with the eye dropper and shift key down for multiple 
selection to take out. This works with colour logos 
as well.

Step 5: Make your box size or container needed.  
Say we do a 3M x 2M wall and break the image 
down to 600mm x 300mm pieces.

Step 6: Place the boxes which have been 
combined over the image which has been traced 
and then go to object menu then PowerClip menu 
go to inside frame.

Step 7: Hit CTRL-K which will break the containers 
apart. You then have all your small bowes that you 
can Raster engrave or Vector cutout all the small 
pieces for a parquetry master piece.

   Sample pack   For Estimating
Rowmark’s MetalGraph Plus® –  Fabrication  pieces to be  pieces per
Botanical Garden Pack Sizes cut to size Pieces sheet

MP922-314 Brush Stainless Steel/Black 300mm x 250mm 295mm x 250mm 1 8

MP912-364 Br Cooper Penny/Black 50mm x 50mm Individual pieces 1 480 
 with 3M467 tape for inlay  

Product Highlights

Metalgraph Plus was the first Metallic engraving 
laminate engineered and formulated for exceptional 
corrosion resistances and UV stability. Its integrated 
hard coat and sub-surface brush finishes provides 
superior protection for exterior applications, moisture 
and fingerprint resistant. Now a cost-effective, 
lightweight alternative for fabricating indoor/outdoor 
vector cut-outs and letters in place of real brass, 
metal, or stainless steel.

Rowmark’s new line of textured MetalGraph Plus® 
products provide increased versatility for demanding 
indoor and outdoor signage, lettering, and cut-out 
applications. Combining the look of brilliant metal 
with a classic textured finish available in a variety 
of lustrous metallic colour options, including Gold, 
Nickel, and Copper, over a black core and Gold and 
Silver with the same cap and core colour. Design to 
eliminating the need for customers to paint the sheet 
edges for colour consistency.

Rowmark Expands 
MetalGraph Plus Line

Super Size Your Next Job 
No Tables Size is to Small
This is a standard 24 bit Colour RGB image.

Super Size Your Next Job
No Tables Size is to Small

Original Image
Size 1200 x 1200 Pixels
Colour mode: 24 Bit Colour RGB
Resolution: 339 x 339 Dpi

Vectorized Image
Colour Fill/Blue: Red Outline both RGB

Broken Apart Image
Colour Fill/Blue: Red Outline both RGB

Corel Draw Quick Key Chart for Alignment Keys

This is a standard 24 bit Colour RGB image.

Step 1 Resample Bitmap to 2000 dpi at the
            finished out put size.

Step 2 Change Bitmap mode from colour to
            black & white 1 bit mode.

Step 3 In the 1 bit conversion drop down
            change to line art and play with the
            threshold slider to get the image the
            way you want it to look. Less black or
            more black.

Step 4 Then go to the trace bitmap/NOT QUICK
            TRACE. Use outline trace/LINEART.
            In the trace dialogue make sure you
            remove the back ground from the entire
            image. You can specify the colour with
            the eye dropper and shift key down for
            multiple selection to take out. This
            works with colour logos as well.

Step 5 Make your box size or container needed.
           Say we do a 3M x 2M wall and break the
           image down to 600mm x 300mm pieces.

Step 6 Place the boxes which have been
           combined over the image which has
           been traced and then go to object menu
           then PowerClip menu go to inside frame.

Step 7 Hit CTRL-K which will break the containers
           apart. You then have all your small
           bowes that you can Raster engrave
           or Vector cutout all the small pieces
           for a parquetry master piece. 
  

   
 

Align Command Short key Description 

Align bottom    B 
Aligns selected objects the 
bottom 

Align center page    P 
Align Center of selected object to 
page center 

Align Horizontal 
Center    E 

Horizontally aligns center of 
selected object 

Align Left    L Aligns selected object to the left 

Align Right    R 
Align selected objected to the 
Right 

Align Top    T Align selected objects to the top 

Align Vertical Center    C 
Vertically aligns Centers of 
Selected Object 

 

Corel Draw Quick Key Chart for Alignment Keys
Align Command Short Key Description

Align bottom  B  Aligns selected objects the bottom
Align center page P  Align Center of selected 

object to page centre
Align Horizontal Centre E  Horizontally aligns center 

of selected object
Align Left L Aligns selected object to the left
Align Right R  Align selected objected to the Right
Align Top  T  Align selected objects to the top
Align Vertical Center C  Vertically aligns Centers of 

Selected Object

HOW IT WORKS

1   Follow the link to our web site, enter the 
details and information required.

2   Credit card payments required, once 
process download the cdr file.

3   Once payment is confirmed we will 
dispatch the SOM sign package.
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Anatomy of an Engraving Cutter – Part 2 
While there is a seemingly infinite number of cutter sizes and shapes, engraving tools 
fall into two basic categories – conical and parallel.

Conical cutters have an angled cutting edge and produce a “vee” shaped, 
flat-bottomed cut.

Parallel cutters have a straight cutting edge that is parallel to the cutter’s axis of rotation  
and produce a cut with straight walls and a flat bottom. The width of the cut can be as large  
as the diameter of the shaft (i.e. 11/64” = 4.6mm parallel tool can be made to cut up to 4.2mm wide).

Cutting Angle and Overall Angle
The cutting angle is the angle formed between the cutter’s axis of rotation and its cutting edge. (ie 22 degrees.) 
For a standard plastic laminate cutting angle. 
T his determines the “V” shape of the groove produced by conical cutters 
The overall angle is double the cutting angle (ie 44 degrees.)

Clearance Angle or Back Angle
The clearance angle refers to the angle of the cutting edge with respect to the face of the cutter. This angle 
allows for chip clearance, determines how fine the cutting edge is and is selected on material properties.

Many books have anti-aging messages, but what is wrong with aging? Instead of being 
anti-aging, be pro aging, be positive about growing old. After all, what is the point of 
being “anti” something that is a certainty!  Those who embrace ageing, rather than 
fight it every step, are more likely to see it as another adventure and challenge. These 
people look back with thanks and look forward with anticipation as they focus on what 
they can do and make the most of the options they have. The glass is half full, not half 
empty. Developing habits for looking at the positive, is just as important as other lifestyle 
habits, so start looking for the positive in everything, even getting older.

David’s series of humorous illustrations are throughout the book, highlighting his serious 
message that health is our greatest asset in old age and that your attitude makes the 
difference between thriving and just surviving. Further details about David can be found 
at www.davidbeard.co and exerciseiq.com.au
Copies of this book are available from our web site, with all profits to be donated to Alzheimer’s Australia 
Dementia Research Foundation.

Health and Wellness: Expectations and Attitudes
With each edition we would like to share illustrations from David Beards 

great little book called, “If I’d only known I’d live this long”.

GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING CUTTERS, FONTS AND TYPOGRAPY
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Conical

Cutting Angle and Overall Angle 

The cutting angle is the angle formed between the cutter's axis of rotation and its cutting edge. (ie 22 degrees.) 
For a standard plastic laminate cutting angle. 
This determines the "V" shape of the groove produced by conical cutters

 
 
The overall angle is double the cutting angle (ie 44 degrees.) 

Cutting
Angle

Included
AngleClearance Angle or Back Angle

 
The clearance angle refers to the angle of the cutting edge with respect to the 
face of the cutter. This angle allows for chip clearance, determines how fine the 
cutting edge is and is selected on material properties.

Greater
Clearance

Less
Clearance

Tip Angle

Tip Angle 

The tip angle is the angle at the tip 
of the cutter. Sometimes called the 
tip-off. Determines the width of 
the flat at the bottom of the cut.

End
Clearance

 Angle

End Clearance Angle 

The end clearance angle is the 
angle on the back side of the tip 
that provide clearance for the tip.

Tip-Off or Tip Width 

The tip-off refers to the flat on the tip of an engraving cutter that determines how wide 
the cutter will cut. When we refer to tip width or tip size, we are describing the width the 
cutter produces at the bottom of the cut.

 
 

Tip widths are most accurately measured by doubling the dimension from the cutter's 
centerline to the cutting edge. In the sharpening process, material is removed from the 
back of the tool to provide clearance, therefore the dimension across the tip will be 
smaller than the cut produced. For example, a 0.75mm cutter for flexible engraving 
stock will only measure about 0.5mm.

Tip
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Tip Angle
The tip angle is the angle at the tip of the cutter. 
Sometimes called the tip-off. Determines the 
width of the flat at the bottom of the cut.

Tip-Off or Tip Width
The tip-off refers to the flat on the tip of an engraving 
cutter that determines how wide the cutter will 
cut. When we refer to tip width or tip size, we are 
describing the width the cutter produces at the bottom 
of the cut. 

Tip widths are most accurately measured by doubling 
the dimension from the cutter’s centerline to the cutting 
edge. In the sharpening process, material is removed 
from the back of the tool to provide clearance, therefore 
the dimension across the tip will be smaller than the cut 
produced. For example, a 0.75mm cutter for flexible 
engravingstock will only measure about 0.5mm.

End Clearance Angle
The end clearance angle is the 
angle on the back side of the tip 
that provide clearance for the tip.

Product Highlights

Rowmark Expands 
MetalGraph Plus Line
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Working in Unison – Rowmark and Blake Sign Co.
This combination worked really well and 
produced a striking result whilst keeping 
production simple and cost effective. The 
materials were cut and shaped using a 
laser engraver and CNC router.

“Rowmark has a great choice of materials, 
all very easy to work with, which makes the 
process much easier” said Adam Blake, 
Blake Sign Co. “When the client saw the 
finished result, they were really impressed. 
It looked even better than they imagined 
and as a result, we were commissioned to 
complete a second project.” 

The signage package consists of all 
base build statutory and certification 
requirements, including Fire Service 
Signage and ADA compliant facility 
signage. It then continues with 
Apartment ID and Wayfinding Signage, 
Carpark directional and height bars, 
Facility ID and Rules signage and Main 
Building Identification Signage.

You can see that the results look 
fantastic. It just goes to show that when 
a professional signmaker finds the best 
materials, anything is possible. 

Make Your Mark

Experience A Day… Laser, Rotary & Print
Discover, Investigate and Learn about new 
products from Rowmark. Review and research 
the latest technologies, fabrication equipment 
and processes from Multicam CNC with the 
new versatile Trident CNC cutting machine,  
and Epilog lasers.

See how to add value to your Rowmark signs 
with backlit lightning options with advice from 
Tec-know.

Bring order and efficiency to your business 
with ControlZone Sign Business Innovation.

Hear seminars from John Hadfield about 
“Trends of the Future in Signage” and learn 
more than just tips and tricks at Cory Bourne’s 
CorelDraw seminar.

Chat to the guys from O’Brien Engineering 
about custom cut stainless steel and their range of fabrication tools 
and die designs.

Enjoy professional networking, great door prizes and the chance to 
explore trends and opportunities in Lasering, Routering, UV-LED 
Printing, and LED lighting by industry experts.

Running over 3 days, there is a Friday Sundowner, Saturday BBQ 
breakfast and morning seminar session on CorelDraw.

Don't miss out on this informal, informational industry event.

/// Continued from page 1


